Looking for a great way to get your employees to fall in love with safety?

Safety slogans are a great tool to get the conversation started and to help keep safety on the tip of everyone’s tongue!

When creating your slogan, remember that the slogan should be used to promote a safer atmosphere and not create fear. You don’t want to use a slogan that will cause employees to hide injuries, become fearful of reporting issues, or that communicates the wrong message. Before finalizing, read through it several times, get feedback from others, and make sure it showcases that safety is a top priority at your company.

Here are a few popular safety slogan ideas:

- No Safety, Know Pain.
- Safety Rules are your best tools!
- Caution: Read, then proceed
- Risk – is it worth it?
- You get what you inspect, not what you expect
- Shortcuts cut life short
- Accidents hurt — Safety doesn’t
- Broken tools can be replaced. You can’t.
- Work Smarter, not harder!
- The Key to safety is in your hands
- Chance takers are accident makers.
- Stay Alert – Don’t get hurt!

Want to show off your commitment to safety to employees, clients, and prospective clients?

Contact us for assistance with developing a slogan and website content that is unique and custom to your company!

Lancaster Safety, Taking Safety Beyond the Standard!